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Stravinsky’s wonderfully jaunty, witty, acerbic – yet lyrical – neo-classical Violin Concerto 

has fared well on disc, with classic accounts from the likes of Arthur Grumiaux, Wolfgang 

Schneiderhan and Itzhak Perlman, so how does Isaac Stern compare with these luminaries?

The work opens with a distinctive melodic, rhythmic fragment that clearly derives from The 

Soldiers Tale, which will recur in various forms at the start of each of the four movements. 

Stern attacks this gracefully; he then bounces his way through the Toccata. His tone is rich, 

yet transparent; he uses variable vibrato and occasional portamenti. In Aria I and II his 

expressive palette is richly romantic and in all three movements Stern isn’t afraid to draw out

phrases and slightly alter the basic tempo, which the composer deftly follows. He then 

dances through the concluding Capriccio, throughout the work Stern never forgets that the 

composer intended the violin part to be first among equals, not a virtuoso showpiece and this

account is the equal of those mentioned above.

There is more neo-classicism in the tremendous Symphony in Three Movements, which the 

composer powers his way through with enormous attack, weight, rhythmic panache, textural 



clarity without losing the ability to relax playfully in the delightful Andante and the Columbia 

Symphony play marvellously for him. As an added attraction the sleeve notes feature the 

composer talking to Robert Craft about the Violin Concerto, where he admits that he doesn’t 

like the concertos of Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms and Mendelssohn, which shows that being 

a genius doesn’t mean you can’t also be seriously misguided.

Sound

Balance: 4

Inner balance: 3

Detail and clarity: 3

Dynamic range: 3

The sound unfortunately isn’t in the same class as the performances. Recorded in 1961 the 

image sounds more like something from the start of the stereo era as opposed to the 

beginning of the classic age of valve/tube recording. At the start of the Concerto the 

prominent woodwind parts - within a middle-distance overall balance - are unnaturally spot-lit

and don’t have the defined natural timbre found on Decca recordings of the period. Overall 

balance is fairly forward, but the sound engineer, like Stern, clearly realised this is a 

concertante work and didn’t closely mike him (one assumes that the composer also had 

something to say about this). The brass have a rich tone, but lack bite and like the woodwind

are sometimes highlighted, which means there are passages where the image sounds 

stacked as opposed to deep, although things do improve in fortissimo tutti passages.

Definition and clarity are reasonable without being exceptional, the dynamic range is 

somewhat muted, and while no register dominates, there is a lack of treble sparkle and deep

bass. The Stravinsky Edition CD transfer does have a more extended treble response, but is

otherwise harsh, thin and too distantly balanced. So for those wanting these classic 

performances (and who wouldn’t?) this is now the one to buy. 


